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Via Microsoft Teams (Virtual)



Agenda
˃ Acknowledgement of Country, welcome, administration and safety moment

˃ Operations

˃ Environment

˃ Planning matters

˃ General business



Meeting administration 
˃ Acknowledgement of Country

˃ Welcome and re-introductions

˃ Safety moment

˃ Previous meeting of the Community Liaison Group
˃ 10 December 2020

˃ Note: Presentations and meeting notes from previous meetings are also available from the 

Cement Works website – www.boral.com.au/berrimacement

˃ Action items
˃ 1. Provide cleaning of solar panels information to interested residents - COMPLETE

˃ 2. Discuss Boral's view regarding habitat corridor proposal with BRA - COMPLETE

˃ 3. Arrange visit to site regarding habitat corridor alternatives - PENDING

˃ 4. Facilitate access to Boral-owned land in Remembrance Driveway Grove for tree inventory –

AWAITING DATE FROM BRA.

˃ 5. Nominate Boral representative to Remembrance Driveway Grove Management Committee –

AWAITING INVITATION.

˃ 6. Share information regarding Boral's environmental product disclosures with CLG - COMPLETE

˃ Other matters arising and apologies for this meeting

http://www.boral.com.au/berrimacement
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Operations update
˃ ZERO harm – is always our priority and the job is never done:

˃ No serious injuries or harm to people during FY21 (another good year looking after each other)

˃ 960 consecutive lost time injury (LTI) free days. Great deliberate focus by people

˃ Minor medical treatments were a total 4 in FY21 (small lacerations to hands and a back strain)

˃ Shutdown in June for planned kiln maintenance 300 extra personnel/contractors and ~ 45,000 man 

hours with only 1 MTI sustained (contractor struck and cut top of thumb with a small hammer)

˃ COVID, no positive cases to date on the site. Safe control plans and business continuity plans are in 

place and utilised for the onsite management associated with the pandemic.

˃ ONE - people, customer, community:
˃ New people 2 new apprentices, all current apprentices converted to direct Boral employees, 2 new 

mechanical tradesman/fitters appointed, 1 automation engineer appointed, 1 mechanical engineer 

appointed, 1 maintenance and major shutdown coordinator appointed, 2 production operators 

appointed, 1 process controller being appointed (10 new people in past 6 months).

˃ Southern highlands EA, the enterprise agreement is due for renewal since June and negotiations 

are currently progressing with our employees and respective unions for a new EA.

˃ No major issues with supply to customers despite challenges and Covid restrictions.

˃ We continue to have proactive communications with members of the Berrima community which has 

been great.

˃ We are continually improving nuisance dust controls. Upgrades to dust collectors, improvements to 

building ventilation systems, sealing of buildings and routine cleaning of the plant areas and 

roadways (refer air monitoring slides)

˃ Electro-static precipitator (ESP) dust trips from the kiln pre-heater stack has been improved by some 

process upgrades. Recent history on average 9 ESP trips/month which has been currently reduced to 

5/month (July was only 1 trip). More improvement work progressing on this.



Operations update

˃ TEN – operational performance:
˃ Total clinker production for FY21 1.31Mt. Grey clinker 1.25Mt, Off white clinker 63kt.

˃ Major planned maintenance shutdown in March safely and successfully completed in 18 days. Main 

works being 40 metres of refractory reline of the kiln, re-bagging of the large process dust filters, raw 

mill relines.

˃ Solid waste derived fuels (SWDF) usage has been lower than budgeted primarily due to the reason 

of supply constraints during the Covid restriction impacts in the Sydney region.

˃ Chlorine bypass approval for the construction by DPIE granted earlier in the year. This technology 

upgrade to the processing plant is a further significant investment as part of the longer-term strategic 

road map to increase the usage of SWDF at Berrima.
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Environmental overview
˃ The 2021 Annual Environmental Management Review (May 2020 – April 2021) was submitted 

to DPIE in late June 2021 and acknowledged by DPIE in July 2021. Full report is available on 

the website.

˃ The following is a summary of management plan updates, monitoring, audits and complaints 

received over the 12 month reporting period.



Management Plan Updates
˃ It is a requirement that we review our Management Plans at least every 3 years or after any 

modification or changes to the EPL.

˃ Boral undertook a review of the OEMP, and the sites Air Quality Management Plan & Noise 

Management Plan in April 2020 to reflect Mod 11 and 12 to the consent and changes to the EPL 

completed by the EPA on 18 December 2019. 

˃ These were submitted to the Department on 5 June 2020 and approved on the 29 June 2020.

˃ We will shortly undertake another review to reflect Mod 13 which included the Chloride By-Pass and 

approval to consume fire impacted plantation forestry woodchips as a standard fuel.

˃ Our update OEMP is available on our website



Monitoring - Air Quality Management 

˃ During the reporting period the site implemented the trial real-time dust monitor which 

links directly to the control room along with the site Trigger Action Response 

Management Plan (TARP) for dust which the site monitors current and forecast weather 

to manage potentially dust generating activities on site.

˃ Two Stack tests were undertaken during the reporting period, both compliant

˃ Real-time monitoring of stack continues, we were compliant during the period



Air Quality Management

˃ Dust Deposition trends from May 2017 – May 2021

All dust gauges were below the 
4g/month annual average goal

˃ During the reporting period 14 complaints were 

received from the community in relation to deposited 

dust on vehicles and property, this was a decrease 

from 78 in 2019/20 reporting period.



Air Quality Management

˃ Ambient Air Monitoring Program – HVAS.
All readings were below the 
TSP annual average goal and 
PM10 24hour standard



Noise Monitoring

˃ Boral manages noise on site in accordance with the Berrima Cement Works – Noise 

Management Plan (Boral 2018, updated April 2020), which describes the monitoring 

points, frequency and criteria.

˃ The Boral Cement Berrima works has a single noise limit condition for the total site, of 

LA90,15-minute not greater than 58 dBA at Location 20 in the Store Yard. 

˃ Monitoring for total site emissions at Location 20 over a 17 day period in October 2020 

has confirmed that total site emissions are in compliance with the licence condition.

˃ Our next annual noise survey will be undertaken in the coming months



Independent Audit
˃ We are required to have our operations (development consent conditions and EPL conditions) 

audited every three years by an independent auditor approved by the DPIE

˃ During November 2020, Rob Byrnes from IEC undertook the audit covering 2017-2020.

˃ The audit was finalised and submitted to the DPIE on 3 February 2021

˃ The DPIE accepted the audit on 11 March 2021.

Audit Findings

˃ The audit identified 5 non-compliances through the 3-year period which related to Condition 1.6, 

which is a general condition

˃ These non-compliances all related to reported non-compliances to the EPA under EPL 1698 which 

were all appropriately reported and addressed at the time. 



Independent Audit

˃ The 2018 non-compliances were during the Solid Waste Derived Fuels Proof 

of Performance Trials, were of short duration and addressed at the time as 

part of the commissioning process.

˃ The High Volume Air Sampler (required every 6 days) did not operate on four occasions 

during 2019 reporting period, which was beyond control of site. To make it abundantly 

clear for future reporting periods the Air Quality Management Plan was updated and 

approved to include the following wording:

˃ ‘As with any type of monitoring equipment there is potential for failure to run. 

Should a sample not be collected due to equipment error and unintentional human 

error, this would not be considered a non-compliant event and an additional day 

will be added to make up for the missed sample.’

˃ The baghouse failure incident resulted in a Penalty Infringement of $15000. 

Boral addressed this issue at the time of the event.
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Solid Waste Derived Fuels (SWDF) and Planning

CHALLENGES OPERATING WITH SWDF:

˃ To manage the volatile components within the kiln (naturally occur in SWDF materials)

˃ SOLUTION: Chloride Bypass System (Mod 13 – approved 31 May 2021)

˃ To compete with cheaper imports we need to operate more efficiently and sustainably. We need to 

receive more materials on consistent basis and need to adjust our processes to appropriately 

store, handle and feed into the kiln.

˃ Currently permissible limit is 100,000 tonnes per annum, we will request 250,000 tonnes per 

annum

˃ SOLUTION: Mod 14 – lodgement expected late 2021



Solid Waste Derived Fuels (SWDF) and 

Planning

˃ Proposed modifications to the Cement Works consent (Mod14):

˃ Expansion to current storage and handling facilities at the site & feeding infrastructure

˃ An increase of truck deliveries and hours

˃ Increase consumption of SWDF materials within the kiln (increase to the tonnes per annum 
limitations for specific fuel types)

˃ Construct an alternative haulage access road through the site

˃ Construct an additional site access

˃ Environmental benefits - reduce the site's reliance on coal – less carbon emissions - diverting up 

to 250,000 tonnes per year solid waste materials from landfill and 150,000 tonnes of woodchip 

materials.

˃ Traffic changes – there will be a minor increase in total trucks (6% overall for the site) but a 

significant reduction (approximately 20%) of heavy vehicle movements along Taylor Avenue is 

proposed as movements will be split between existing access and new access.

˃ Traffic improvements - removal of current restrictions (6am-6pm Mon-Fri, 7am-1pm Sat) and 

request for unrestricted delivery times to allow for more consistent operations. This more dispersed 

delivery program will be reflected in the traffic impact assessment submitted.



Solid Waste Derived Fuels (SWDF) and 

Planning

˃ Proposed modifications to the Cement Works consent (Mod14):

˃ Traffic improvements - internal haulage route for trucks to access the Old Hume Highway and 

Hume Motorway. To be constructed on Boral land.

˃ Traffic improvements - additional site access proposed, (primarily for deliveries of fuel for the kiln) 

to reduce noise impacts of neighbours. Will require a new intersection with the Old Hume Highway.



Solid Waste Derived Fuels (SWDF) and 

Planning

˃ Proposed modifications to the Cement Works consent (Mod14):

˃ Air quality and odour - continue operations within current consent limits. A report will be submitted 

outlining implications associated with increased SWDF consumption

˃ Greenhouse gas - no change to consent limitations. Reduced CHG expected due to reduction in 

coal consumption. A qualitative report will be provided

˃ AKF5 Feed Variation – 2014 consent allowed for a trial to be done. Changes in Federal legislation 

has shifted the market dynamic of used tyre exports. The Mod will seek to vary the way we feed used 

tyres into the plant, utilising our new SWDF infrastructure.

˃ Emissions are expected to be the same as what you see today, with a reduction in Greenhouse Gas 

emissions due to lower consumption of coal. This combustion method is used globally, including in 

New Zealand.

˃ Visual impacts - shed extension not expected to alter the appearance of the site from any 

significant vantage points.

˃ Land use zone – The site is zoned Heavy Industrial (IN3). The proposed modification remains 

entirely consistent with the land use definitions applicable to the existing operations on the site.
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Other Planning Matters

˃ Berrima Colliery – Water Treatment System

˃ https://www.boral.com.au/berrima-colliery

˃ Long term solution - seeking to establish a long-term sustainable solution for the management of 

naturally rising water from the colliery

˃ First Step – obtaining the approval, commissioning the system and seeing how it could operate in 

the long term, is the first step in determining whether this solution is the best solution for the colliery

˃ Boral Concrete Batching Plant

˃ New Batch Plant – Co-located at the Berrima Cement Works site, the concrete business will be 

seeking a new consent from Council to establish a new batch plant at the site

˃ Utilising new roads – the business will use the new internal haul road, and new site access to Old 

Hume Hwy, to avoid any traffic impacts to Taylor Avenue and the New Berrima community

https://www.boral.com.au/berrima-colliery
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Next meeting and close
˃ General business

˃ Next meetings

˃ ‘Whole of Community’ meeting – meeting to be held in November.

˃ Boral Berrima Cement contacts:

˃ Berrima Cement Works Reception
4860 2222

˃ www.boral.com.au/berrimacement

˃ feedback@boral.com.au

˃ Like us on Facebook: @Boral 

Australia

http://www.boral.com.au/berrimacement
mailto:feedback@boral.com.au
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